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PROTECT 
ENHANCE 
CUSTOMISE

BRITISH MADE

PROPER
FITTING

We have a growing network of 
fully trained retail partners and 
fitting centres, offering a first 
class, friendly and efficient 
service. 
Ask your fitter for more details or 
go to www.alloygatorna.com 
to find the nearest dealer to you.  



SIMPly bRIllIANT
We’ve all done it...that awful feeling when you 
hear the sound of your expensive rim grating 
along the curb. No matter how careful a driver you 
are, there  is always that situation when parking 
that you accidentally get too close to the curb. 
Well, thanks to Alloygator, now you have that 
protection!

Designed and manufactured in the UK, it’s a 
simple idea, but then the best ones usually are. 
Alloygator fits between your wheel and tire and 
when the inevitable happens, it takes the impact, 
not your rims. 

www.alloygatorna.com

A fEw fACTS... 
Suits 90% of wheel and 
tire combinations
Tires can be changed 
with Alloygators in place

Suitable for run-flat tires 
Fully tested by MIRA  
(Motor Industry Research Association)

Protects tire wall from damage

DISCREET
It’s a matter of personal taste; protect your rims with our 
discreet Alloygators produced in colours that blend into the 
tire or wheel. Our black, silver and graphite grey range are 
perfect for those who simply want discreet rim protection, 
and can live without the bling!

"We are not reinventing the wheel - Just Protecting it"

Protect all 4 rims for less than it normally costs to refinish just one!

PERSONALIZE
Want to stand out from the crowd? Alloygator comes in a 
range of colours to suit all tastes. Ask one of our retail 
partners for details or visit www.alloygatorna.com to view 
our current range. You can even see what they’d look like 
by using our interactive colour selector. 

Go on... Make it Personal!
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